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Abstract: Using N “ 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory we recover important aspects
of the near-extremal thermodynamics of AdS5 black holes including both the outer and the
inner horizons with their corresponding entropy and energy. This N “ 4 supersymmet-
ric Yang-Mills theory approach to black hole thermodynamics leads to an effective CFT2
interpretation similar to the work by Callan and Maldacena. We corroborate this effec-
tive CFT2 by implementing a particular near-horizon limit that geometrizes the Virasoro
algebras as asymptotic symmetries. Using the effective CFT2 picture, we discuss aspects
of the Hawking radiation rate for a region of the near-extremal AdS5 black hole quantum
evolution.
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1 Introduction
Hawking established the legitimacy of associating a temperature to black holes by explicitly
demonstrating that due to quantum effects they radiate thermally [1]. This development
cemented the interpretation of black hole entropy proportional to horizon area [2] and,
more generally, the thermodynamic nature of black holes [3–5]. The search for a statisti-
cal description of black hole thermodynamics in terms of microstates became paramount.
String theory, in the works of Strominger and Vafa provided such an answer for a particular
class of supersymmetric asymptotically flat black holes [6]. In this case an understanding of
the rate of Hawking radiation was provided by Callan and Maldacena who identified an ef-
fective two-dimensional conformal field theory for the microscopic description [7]. Namely,
they considered a near-extremal black hole configuration whose microscopic description
involves a CFT with different temperatures in the right- and left-moving sectors [7]. Other
effective CFT2 descriptions were discussed at the time [8–10] and perhaps the apex of
this approach was provided by Strominger who presented a microscopic derivation of the
entropy of a large class of black holes using only properties of a near-horizon limit [11].
It is natural to attempt to match such understanding in the framework of the AdS/CFT
correspondence [12]. For AdS5 black holes the solutions have been constructed over a
decade ago [13–17], the thermodynamical properties related to the inner and outer hori-
zons have been discussed [18–26]. A number of recent works has provided microscopic
foundations for the black hole entropy using the dual supersymmetric field theories [27–
30]. Similar computations have been carried out for other asymptotically AdS black holes
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[31–35]. It is the right time to ask whether an effective explanation for these microscopic
results can be derived.
In this paper we take some steps toward the construction of such a universal description
of the microscopic foundations for asymptotically AdS black holes. Our picture provides
a concrete path to the understanding of the rate of Hawking radiation for near-extremal
asymptotically AdS5 black holes from the dual N “ 4 SYM, which generalizes the previous
work by Callan and Maldacena [7] for asymptotically flat black holes and the work by
Gubser, Klebanov and Peet on near-extremal black D3-branes [36]. We elaborate on the
approach of [37] to near-extremal AdS5 black holes and obtain the entropy and energy at
the outer and the inner horizons both from the gravity side and from the dual N “ 4 SYM.
The results can be grouped into a left and a right sector. This left-right-structure signals
an underlying effective CFT2 and suggests the possibility of a locally AdS3 near-horizon
geometry. We, indeed, find such region via a near-horizon scaling for rotating black holes
proposed in [38]. By applying the Cardy formula to the Virasoro algebra from the near-
horizon AdS3, we obtain the same result for the growth of states as from N “ 4 SYM. With
this validation we discuss aspects of Hawking radiation only as detected in the near-horizon
region.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we review the non-extremal AdS5 black
hole solutions in the literature, discuss the near-extremal thermodynamical relations at the
outer horizon, and then generalize these relations to the inner horizon. In Sec. 3 we give
a microscopic derivation of the thermodynamical relations for near-extremal AdS5 black
holes from the boundary N “ 4 SYM. In Sec. 4 we demonstrate that the results obtained in
the previous sections can be formulated as emerged from an effective CFT2, which can also
be justified by taking a special near-horizon limit similar to the Kerr/CFT correspondence.
In Sec. 5, we apply these notions to the early-time near-horizon Hawking radition, and find
that indeed the radiation rate is thermal. Some possible directions for the future research
are discussed in Sec. 6.
2 Near-Extremal AdS5 Black Hole Thermodynamics
Let us briefly review the non-extremal electrically charged rotating AdS5 black holes, i.e.
the non-extremal Kerr-Newman AdS5 black holes. We follow closely [16], which discusses
black holes with generic angular momenta J1 and J2 but degenerate electric charges Q1 “
Q2 “ Q3 ” Q within minimal gauged supergravity, which generalizes the non-extremal
neutral rotating Kerr AdS5 black holes discussed in [39] as well as some previously found
special charged solutions [13–15]. More general solutions with arbitrary QI ’s were later
constructed in [17].
The bosonic part of the 5d minimal gauged supergravity is given by the Lagrangian:
L “ pR` 12g2q ˚ I´ 1
2
˚ F ^ F ` 1
3
?
3
F ^ F ^A , (2.1)
where F “ dA, and g “ L´1 ą 0 with L denoting the AdS5 radius.
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It was found in [16] that the equations of motion of the theory (2.1) have the following
solution in the Boyer-Lindquist coordinates xµ “ pt, r, θ, φ, ψq:
ds2 “ ´∆θ
“p1` g2r2qρ2dt` 2qν‰ dt
ΞaΞbρ2
` 2qνω
ρ2
` f
ρ4
ˆ
∆θdt
ΞaΞb
´ ω
˙2
` ρ
2dr2
∆r
` ρ
2dθ2
∆θ
` r
2 ` a2
Ξa
sin2θ dφ2 ` r
2 ` b2
Ξb
cos2θ dψ2 , (2.2)
A “
?
3 q
ρ2
ˆ
∆θ dt
ΞaΞb
´ ω
˙
, (2.3)
where
ν ” b sin2θ dφ` a cos2θ dψ ,
ω ” a sin2θ dφ
Ξa
` b cos2θ dψ
Ξb
,
∆θ ” 1´ a2g2 cos2θ ´ b2g2 sin2θ ,
∆r ” pr
2 ` a2qpr2 ` b2qp1` g2r2q ` q2 ` 2abq
r2
´ 2m,
ρ2 ” r2 ` a2 cos2θ ` b2 sin2θ ,
Ξa ” 1´ a2g2 ,
Ξb ” 1´ b2g2 ,
f ” 2mρ2 ´ q2 ` 2abqg2ρ2 .
(2.4)
The angular momenta Ji and the electric charge Q of the AdS5 black hole can be
obtained as follows. From the Komar integral one obtains the angular momenta:
Ji “ 1
16pi
ż
S3
˚dKi , (2.5)
where i “ 1, 2, and
K1 “ BBφ , K2 “
B
Bψ . (2.6)
More explicitly,
J1 “
pi
”
2am` qbp1` a2g2q
ı
4Ξ2aΞb
,
J2 “
pi
”
2bm` qap1` b2g2q
ı
4Ξ2bΞa
.
(2.7)
From the Gaussian integral one obtains the electric charge:
Q “ 1
16pi
ż
S3
ˆ
˚F ´ 1?
3
F ^A
˙
. (2.8)
More explicitly,
Q “
?
3piq
4 ΞaΞb
. (2.9)
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To obtain the energy (or conserved mass) E, we distinguish the outer and the inner
horizons. At the outer horizon, the energy is obtained by integrating the first law of
thermodynamics:
dE “ T`dS` ` Ω`i dJi ` Φ`dQ , (2.10)
where Φ` ” `µAµ is the electric potential at the outer horizon. The explicit expression of
the energy is
E “ mpip2Ξa ` 2Ξb ´ ΞaΞbq ` 2piqabg
2pΞa ` Ξbq
4Ξ2aΞ
2
b
. (2.11)
At the inner horizon, we can obtain the angular momenta Ji, the electric charge Q and
the energy E in the same way, but the first law of thermodynamics at the inner horizon
looks different:
dE “ ´T´dS´ ` Ω´i dJi ` Φ´dQ . (2.12)
A similar expression of the first law has been seen in the previous study on the asymptot-
ically flat black holes [25]. From a direct computation, we see that the expressions of the
energy E, the angular momenta Ji and the electric charge Q remain the same at both the
outer and the inner horizons.
In the BPS limit, the outer and the inner horizons coincide, i.e. r` “ r´, and the
temperature becomes zero, i.e. T` “ T´ “ 0. Moreover, the BPS bound is saturated, i.e.,
E ´ gJ1 ´ gJ2 ´ 3Q “ 0 , (2.13)
which is equivalent to the condition
q “ m
1` ag ` bg . (2.14)
To prevent unphysical naked closed timelike curves (CTC), it is shown in [16] that the BPS
solutions should further satisfy the constraint:
m “ 1
g
pa` bqp1` agqp1` bgqp1` ag ` bgq . (2.15)
The positions of the horizons are simplified in the supersymmetric limit:
r2∆r “ 1
g2
`
a` b` abg ´ gr2˘2 ” p1` ag ` bgq2 ` g2r2ı “ 0 . (2.16)
The outer horizon r` and the inner horizon r´ coincide in the BPS limit:
r2˚ ” a` b` abgg . (2.17)
Considering a black hole slightly away from the BPS limit, the degeneracy of r` and r´ is
lifted by a small change 0 ă δr ! r˚, i.e.,
r` ÝÑ r˚ ` δr , r´ ÝÑ r˚ ´ δr . (2.18)
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One can prove that the vector
`prq ” BBt ` Ω1prq
B
Bφ ` Ω2prq
B
Bψ (2.19)
with Ω1prq ” apr
2 ` b2qp1` g2r2q ` bq
pr2 ` a2qpr2 ` b2q ` abq ,
Ω2prq ” bpr
2 ` a2qp1` g2r2q ` aq
pr2 ` a2qpr2 ` b2q ` abq ,
(2.20)
becomes null, i.e. gµν`
µ`ν “ 0, when the equation ∆r “ 0 holds. Therefore, the vectors
`pr˘q are null Killing vectors at the outer horizon r` and the inner horizon r´ respectively,
defining Killing horizons. From these Killing vectors, `pr˘q, one can find the corresponding
surface gravities κpr˘q obeying `ν∇ν`µ “ κ`µ in the Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates,
which are proportional to ∆1rpr˘q{2, respectively. The temperatures associated with the
horizons can be defined by the surface gravity κ at r˘:
T˘ “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇκpr˘q2pi
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “ r
4˘
”
1` g2p2r2˘ ` a2 ` b2q
ı
´ pab` qq2
2pir˘
”
pr2˘ ` a2qpr2˘ ` b2q ` abq
ı . (2.21)
The entropies at the horizons are proportional to the surface area of the horizons:
S˘ “
pi2
”
pr2˘ ` a2qpr2˘ ` b2q ` abq
ı
2ΞaΞbr˘
. (2.22)
At the inner horizon we can either choose a positive temperature [25] or a negative
temperature [26]. We choose a positive temperature at the inner horizon in this paper.
With this choice, the first laws of thermodynamics look different at two horizons. At the
outer horizon,
dE “ T`dS` ` Ω`i dJi ` Φ`dQ , (2.23)
while at the inner horizon,
dE “ ´T´dS´ ` Ω´i dJi ` Φ´dQ , (2.24)
which differ by a sign.
Let us focus on the near-extremal case in this paper. For such configurations, we
should treat the thermodynamics at the outer and the inner horizons separately. As we
have seen in (2.23) and (2.24), the first laws at the two horizons differ by a sign, similar
to asymptotically flat black holes [25]. At the outer horizon, the following relations have
been obtained from the near-extremal Kerr-Newman AdS5 black holes in [37]:
S` “ S˚ `
ˆ
C
T
˙
˚
T` , E “ E˚ ` 1
2
ˆ
C
T
˙
˚
T 2` , (2.25)
ˆ
C
T
˙
˚
“
pi2g´1
”
8pQ{gq3 ` 14N4pJ1 ` J2q
ı
3pQ{gq2 ´ 12N2 pJ1 ` J2q `
`
3Q{g ` 12N2
˘2 , (2.26)
with Q and Ji taking the values for the BPS black holes. Above, pC{T q˚ is the heat
capacity from the outer horizon on the gravity side which provides a counting for near
extremal microstates.
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3 Microscopic N “ 4 SYM Approach
3.1 Microstate Counting of BPS AdS5 Black Holes
It has recently been shown in [27–29], that entropy of electrically charged, rotating BPS
AdS5 black holes can be obtained from N “ 4 SYM by computing the superconformal
index with complex chemical potentials, ∆I :
I “ Tr
”
p´1qF e´βEe´∆IQI´ωiJi
ı
. (3.1)
In the Cardy limit, for small angular velocites, |ωi| ! 1, the leading results of the super-
conformal index is:
F ” logZ » log I » N
2
2
∆1∆2∆3
ω1ω2
, (3.2)
subject to a constraint with sI , ti P t˘1u:ÿ
I
sI ∆I ´
ÿ
i
ti ωi “ 2pii . (3.3)
A more detailed discussion of the superconformal index in the context of N “ 4 SYM
was presented in [40, 41]. The leading expression for the superconformal index has been
obtained for generic N “ 1 supersymmetric field theories exploiting a Cardy-like limit in
[42–44]. In two other works [45, 46], the leading contribution to the superconformal index
of generic N “ 1 supersymmetric theories was computed without recourse to any Cardy
limit. This was facilitated by using the Bethe-Ansatz formulation of the index [29, 47]
which is based on the original work of [48]. A novel approach to the index, emphasizing
modular properties, has recently been introduced in [30] and makes contact with aspects
of the Bethe-Ansatz approach.
Let us briefly summarize the extremization process of the entropy function for the
BPS AdS5 black holes [27–29]. After the extremization, one obtains the entropy of
1
16 -BPS
electrically charged rotating AdS5 black holes. We follow closely [27, 37].
First, from the leading order of N “ 4 SYM’s partition function, one can define the
entropy function via a Legendre transformation:
Sp∆I , Ji, Λq “ ´N
2
2
∆1∆2∆3
ω1ω2
´QI∆I ´ Ji ωi ´ Λ
´ÿ
I
∆I ´
ÿ
i
ωi ´ 2pii
¯
. (3.4)
where Λ is a Lagrange multiplier that imposes one choice of the BPS constraint
ř
I sI∆I ´ř
i tiωi “ 2pii with sI “ ti “ `1. The entropy function can be viewed as a functional of
the electric potentials ∆I and the angular momenta Ji.
Extremizing the entropy function (3.4) with respect to ∆I and ωi, we obtain the
equations
BS
B∆I “ ´
N2
2
∆1∆2∆3
∆Iω1ω2
´ pQI ` Λq “ 0 , (3.5)
BS
Bωi “
N2
2
∆1∆2∆3
ωi ω1ω2
´ pJi ´ Λq “ 0 . (3.6)
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Combining the equations (3.5) and (3.6), we obtainź
I
pQI ` Λq ` N
2
2
ź
i
pJi ´ Λq “ 0 , (3.7)
which is a cubic equation for the Lagrange multiplier Λ. Moreover, simplifying the entropy
function (3.4) using the extremization conditions (3.5) and (3.6), we find the BPS black
hole entropy
S˚ “ 2piiΛ . (3.8)
In order to express the black hole entropy in terms of QI and Ji, we need to solve the cubic
equation (3.7) to express Λ as a function of QI and Ji. We first write (3.7) as
Λ3 ` Λ2
ˆ
Q1 `Q2 `Q3 ` 1
2
N2
˙
` Λ
ˆ
Q1Q2 `Q2Q3 `Q3Q1 ´ 1
2
N2pJ1 ` J2q
˙
`
ˆ
Q1Q2Q3 ` 1
2
N2J1J2
˙
“ 0 , (3.9)
or equivalently,
Λ3 `AΛ2 `BΛ` C “ 0 (3.10)
with
A “ Q1 `Q2 `Q3 ` 1
2
N2 ,
B “ Q1Q2 `Q2Q3 `Q3Q1 ´ 1
2
N2pJ1 ` J2q ,
C “ Q1Q2Q3 ` 1
2
N2J1J2 .
(3.11)
By requiring that the entropy is real, (3.8) implies that Λ has a purely imaginary root.
Since QI and Ji are all real, the purely imaginary roots for Λ must appear in pairs for the
cubic equation (3.10). Consequently, the cubic equation (3.10) should take the form
pΛ2 `BqpΛ`Aq “ Λ3 `AΛ2 `BΛ`AB “ 0 . (3.12)
Comparing (3.10) and (3.12), we therefore obtain the constraint C “ AB, more explicitly,˜
Q1 `Q2 `Q3 ` N
2
2
¸˜
Q1Q2 `Q2Q3 `Q3Q1 ´ N
2
2
pJ1 ` J2q
¸
´
˜
Q1Q2Q3 ` N
2
2
J1J2
¸
“ 0 . (3.13)
This is the constraint on QI and Ji for the BPS AdS5 black holes. For generic values of QI
and Ji we define a function as h ” C ´ AB. Hence, for the BPS case the constrait (3.13)
becomes h “ 0.
Subject to the constraint (3.13), the purely imaginary root Λ “ ´i?B gives the
physical entropy for the 116 -BPS electrically charged rotating AdS5 black holes
S “ 2piiΛ “ 2pi
c
Q1Q2 `Q2Q3 `Q3Q1 ´ N
2
2
pJ1 ` J2q . (3.14)
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This also agrees with the result on the gravity side [49]. Corresponding to the purely
imaginary root Λ “ ´i?B, the solutions to the extremization equations (3.5) (3.6) are
∆I
2pii
“
ś
KpQK ` Λq
QI ` Λ
1
2ΛpΛ`Q1 `Q2 `Q3 ` 12N2q
, (3.15)
ωi
2pii
“ N
2
2
ś
kpJk ´ Λq
Ji ´ Λ
1
2ΛpΛ`Q1 `Q2 `Q3 ` 12N2q
. (3.16)
3.2 Inner and Outer Horizons
In this subsection we discuss the extremization process for the near-BPS AdS5 black holes,
following closely [37]. To study the near-BPS AdS5 black holes, we distinguish two classes:
the near-extremal ones and the extremal near-BPS ones. The near-extremal configurations
can be obtained by introducing a small temperature T , while the extremal near-BPS ones
are characterized by the violation ϕ of the BPS constraint
ř
I sI∆I ´
ř
i tiωi “ 2pii.
Let us first consider the near-extremal configurations. Usually in field theory, the
temperature is introduced as T “ β´1, where β denotes the period of the Euclidean time
circle S1. However, the 116 -BPS index of N “ 4 SYM does not depend on β, hence, β
cannot be simply interpreted as T´1 in this case. Instead, we make use of the following
relations to connect the temperature derivatives of the quantities on the gravity side, ΦI
and Ωi, with the real parts of the quantities on the field theory side, ∆I and ωi:
Rep∆Iq “ BΦIBT , Repωiq “
BΩi
BT . (3.17)
These relations were found in [27] and checked explicitly in [37].
If we assume that there is no phase transition between BPS black holes and near-
extremal ones, that is, that the number of degrees of freedoms varies smoothly with a
small temperature, then the spectrum of the microstates in the dual field theory should
also change smoothly from BPS to near-extremal ones. The self-consistency of such crucial
assumption will be verified a posteriori by the fact that there is no jump in the heat capacity
from T “ 0 to an infinitesimal T ą 0. Based on this assumption, we can use the relations
(3.17) to extend the BPS partition function (3.2) of the N “ 4 SYM to the one at an
infinitesimal temperature T ą 0 [37]:
logZ “ N
2
2T
pΦ1 ´ Φ1˚qpΦ2 ´ Φ2˚qpΦ3 ´ Φ3˚q
pΩ1 ´ Ω1˚qpΩ2 ´ Ω2˚q
, (3.18)
and it is related to other thermodynamic quantities in the following way:
logZ “ S ´ 1
T
pM ´M˚q ´ 1
T
pΦI ´ ΦI˚ qQI ´ 1T pΩi ´ Ωi˚ qJi . (3.19)
Moreover, pΦI ´ ΦI˚ q and pΩi ´ Ωi˚ q satisfy an additional constraint:ÿ
I
pΦI ´ ΦI˚ q ´
ÿ
i
pΩi ´ Ωi˚ q “ ϕ` 2piiT , (3.20)
where ϕ denotes the violation of the BPS constraint
ř
I sI∆I ´
ř
i tiωi “ 2pii, that char-
acterizes the extremal near-BPS case, while the near-extremal case is parameterized by T .
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In the BPS limit, both ϕ and T vanish, hence, ΦI and Ωi will approach their BPS values
ΦI˚ and Ωi˚ respectively.
We can define a free energy for the near-BPS AdS5 black holes as the counterpart of
the BPS entropy function (3.4):
F ” pM ´M˚q ´ TS ´ Λ
«ÿ
I
pΦI ´ ΦI˚ q ´
ÿ
i
pΩi ´ Ωi˚ q ´ ϕ´ 2piiT
ff
(3.21)
“ ´N
2
2
pΦ1 ´ Φ1˚qpΦ2 ´ Φ2˚qpΦ3 ´ Φ3˚q
pΩ1 ´ Ω1˚qpΩ2 ´ Ω2˚q
´ pΦI ´ ΦI˚ qQI ´ pΩi ´ Ωi˚ qJi
´ Λ
«ÿ
I
pΦI ´ ΦI˚ q ´
ÿ
i
pΩi ´ Ωi˚ q ´ ϕ´ 2piiT
ff
, (3.22)
where Λ is again a Lagrange multiplier that imposes the near-BPS constraint (3.20).
We see that the near-BPS free energy (3.22) has an expression similar to the BPS
entropy function (3.4). Hence, we can perform a similar extremization process:
BS
BpΦI ´ ΦI˚ q
“ ´N
2
2
pΦ1 ´ Φ1˚qpΦ2 ´ Φ2˚qpΦ3 ´ Φ3˚q
pΦI ´ ΦI˚ qω1ω2
´ pQI ` Λq “ 0 , (3.23)
BS
BpΩi ´ Ωi˚ q
“ N
2
2
pΦ1 ´ Φ1˚qpΦ2 ´ Φ2˚qpΦ3 ´ Φ3˚q
pΩi ´ Ωi˚ qpΩ1 ´ Ω1˚qpΩ2 ´ Ω2˚q
´ pJi ´ Λq “ 0 . (3.24)
These extremization equations have the solutions:
ΦI ´ ΦI˚
ϕ` 2piiT “
ś
KpQK ` Λq
QI ` Λ
1
2ΛpΛ`Q1 `Q2 `Q3 ` 12N2q
, (3.25)
Ωi ´ Ωi˚
ϕ` 2piiT “
N2
2
ś
kpJk ´ Λq
Ji ´ Λ
1
2ΛpΛ`Q1 `Q2 `Q3 ` 12N2q
, (3.26)
which are similar to the solutions (3.15) (3.16) in the BPS case.
The extremal near-BPS case has been analyzed in more detail in [37], where it is shown
that the following relations at the leading order can be obtained from the dual field theory:
S ´ S˚ “
ˆ
CE
T
˙
˚
´ ϕ
2pi
¯
, (3.27)
E ´ E˚ “ 1
2
ˆ
CT
T
˙
˚
´ ϕ
2pi
¯2
, (3.28)
where
ˆ
CT
T
˙
˚
“
pi2
«
pQ1 `Q2qpQ2 `Q3qpQ3 `Q1q ` 14N4pJ1 ` J2q
ff
Q1Q2 `Q2Q3 `Q3Q1 ´ 12N2pJ1 ` J2q `
`
Q1 `Q2 `Q3 ` 12N2
˘2 , (3.29)ˆ
CE
T
˙
˚
“ 2pi
S˚
ˆ
CT
T
˙
˚
ˆ
Q1 `Q2 `Q3 ` 1
2
N2
˙
. (3.30)
These results are consistent with the ones obtained on the gravity side. However, the
near-extremal case has not been considered from the dual field theory side in [37].
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To derive the relations (2.25) for the near-extremal case from N “ 4 SYM, the BPS
cubic equation (3.12) gets modified:”
pΛ` δΛq2 `B
ı”
pΛ` δΛq `A
ı
` h “ 0 , (3.31)
with h ‰ 0 for the near-extremal case. It means that a change in Λ, denoted by δΛ, will
cause a small violation of the BPS constraint, h˚ “ 0. Comparing (3.12) and (3.31), we
obtain at the leading order in δΛ:
p3Λ2 ` 2AΛ`BqδΛ` h “ 0 . (3.32)
Since we consider the near-extremal case by perturbing the BPS case, whose black hole
entropy corresponds to one of the purely imaginary roots satisfying Λ2`B “ 0, the equation
(3.32) can be simplified. Since only the imaginary part of δΛ contributes to the real part
of δS, assuming that h is purely imaginary, we obtain
ImpδΛq “ ´hRe
«
1
2ΛA` 2Λ2
ff
“ h
2pA2 ´ Λ2q “
h
2pA2 `Bq . (3.33)
Consequently, the change of the black hole entropy is
δS ” S` ´ S˚ “ 2pii δΛ “ ipih
A2 `B . (3.34)
To find the entropy excess of the near-extremal black holes compared to the BPS ones,
we should relate the function h in (3.34) to the temperatures T˘, similar to the extremal
near-BPS case discussed in [37].
The change δh can be obtained from
δh “ BhBQI δQI `
Bh
BJi δJi , (3.35)
by introducing the transformation parameter λ, as:
δQI “ λQI , δJi “ λJi , 2pii δT` “ 2λ . (3.36)
By varying h “ C ´AB we obtain
δh “ ´
«
pQ1 `Q2qpQ2 `Q3qpQ3 `Q1q ` 1
4
N4pJ1 ` J2q
ff
λ ,
“ ´pii
«
pQ1 `Q2qpQ2 `Q3qpQ3 `Q1q ` 1
4
N4pJ1 ` J2q
ff
δT` , (3.37)
which is simplified using the BPS constraint h˚ “ 0. Since for the near-extremal black
holes away from the BPS ones (T˚ “ 0, h˚ “ 0) we have δh “ h and δT` “ T`, (3.37)
leads to
h “ ´pii
«
pQ1 `Q2qpQ2 `Q3qpQ3 `Q1q ` 1
4
N4pJ1 ` J2q
ff
T` , (3.38)
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where T` denotes the temperature corresponding to the outer horizon. In the degenerate
limit Q1 “ Q2 “ Q3 ” Q, combining (3.34) and (3.38), we obtain at the order OpT`q:
S` ´ S˚ “
pi2
”
8Q3 ` 14N4pJ1 ` J2q
ı
3Q2 ´ 12N2pJ1 ` J2q `
`
3Q` 12N2
˘2 T` ” ˆCT
˙
˚
T` . (3.39)
Integrating the first law at the outer horizon (2.23) with fixed values of Q and Ji, we obtain
E ´ E˚ “ 1
2
ˆ
C
T
˙
˚
T 2` with E˚ ” J1 ` J2 ` 3Q . (3.40)
These results exactly match the ones (2.25) (2.26) derived on the gravity side.
We can similarly use N “ 4 SYM to derive the entropy and the energy relations at
the inner horizon. However, (2.18) implies that δT´9 ´ δr ă 0. Accoding to our choice
(2.21) of positive T´ at the inner horizon, there should be δT´ “ ´T´. Therefore, the
relation between h and T´ has a sign change compare to the one between h and T` (3.38)
and consequently,
S´ ´ S˚ “ ´
ˆ
C
T
˙
˚
T´ , E ´ E˚ “ 1
2
ˆ
C
T
˙
˚
T 2´ , (3.41)
where for the second equation we integrate the first law at the inner horizon (2.24) with
fixed values of Q and Ji. To our knowledge, these results with an explicit heat capacity
at the inner horizon have not appeared in the literature before, and we provide the first
derivation from N “ 4 SYM.
4 An Effective CFT2
4.1 An Effective CFT2 Near Extremality
Let us now reorganize the results obtained for N “ 4 SYM in a way that suggets an
underlying CFT2 structure.
For the near-extremal case, T˘ coincide at the leading order. To uncover the existence
of a left sector and a right sector, we define
SL ” S˚ , SR ”
ˆ
C
T
˙
˚
T` “
ˆ
C
T
˙
˚
T´ `Opδr2q , (4.1)
TL ” p2E˚{S˚ ` T`q ` p2E˚{S˚ ´ T´q
2
“ 2E˚
S˚
`Opδr2q , (4.2)
TR ” p2E˚{S˚ ` T`q ´ p2E˚{S˚ ´ T´q
2
“ T` `Opδr2q . (4.3)
Consequently,
S˘ “ SL ˘ SR “ cLTL ˘ cRTR , (4.4)
E` “ E´ “ 1
2
cLT
2
L ` 12cRT
2
R , (4.5)
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where cL ” S2˚{p2E˚q and cR ” pC{T q˚ denote the central charges of the left and the right
sectors respectively, both of which are of the order OpN2q. These relations are consistent
with the ones for the asymptotically flat black holes [18–25]. If the temperatures and the
mode numbers are related in the following way:
TL “ 2pi
c
NL
cL L
, TR “ 2pi
c
NR
cR L
, (4.6)
the expressions (4.4) can be rewritten as
S˘ “ 2pi
c
cLNL
L
˘ 2pi
c
cRNR
L
. (4.7)
Equation (4.6) will be supported by a different analysis.
4.2 Near-Horizon Metric and Cardy Formula
The effective appearance of the left- and the right-moving modes in N “ 4 SYM indicates
the possibility of a geometric interpretation which we have, indeed, found. Let us consider
a near-horizon limit of the metric (2.2) of the non-extremal AdS5 black hole following the
scaling introduced in [38]:
r Ñ r˚ ` λ r, tÑ rt
λ
, φÑ rφ` g rt
λ
, ψ Ñ rψ ` g rt
λ
. (4.8)
In addition, for the near-extremal asymptotically AdS5 black holes we do not impose
the BPS condition (2.14). Instead, we expand the parameter q around its BPS value q0 for
near-extremal black holes as follows
q “ q0 p1` λ2rqq . (4.9)
By taking the limit λÑ 0, we find the following near-horizon metric:
ds2 “ a
2gp1` 5agq
„
´ p1` rˆ2qdtˆ2 ` drˆ
2
1` rˆ2

` 2a
gp1´ agq dθ
2 ` ΛAdS5pθq
»——–drφ` 3ap1´ agq
2p1` 5agq
c
a
´
a` 2g
¯ rˆ dtˆ
fiffiffifl
2
`
a
´
4´ ag ` 3ag cosp2θq
¯
cos2θ
2gp1´ agq2
„
d rψ ` 6ag sin2θ
4´ ag ` 3ag cosp2θqd
rφ` Vˆ pθq rˆ dtˆ2 ,
(4.10)
where
rˆ ” rd gp1` 5agq
a rq p1` agqp1` 2agq , tˆ ” 2rt
d
g rq p1` 2agqp1` 5agq
ap1` agq , (4.11)
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ΛAdS5pθq ” 4ap2` agq sin
2θ
gp1´ agq
´
4´ ag ` 3ag cosp2θq
¯ , Vˆ pθq ” 3ap1´ agq
b
g
`
2
a ` g
˘
p1` 5agq p4´ ag ` 3ag cosp2θqq .
(4.12)
A further change of coordinates
g ρ “ rˆ `
a
1` rˆ2 cosptˆq , g´1 τ “
?
1` rˆ2 sinptˆq
rˆ `?1` rˆ2 cosptˆq (4.13)
can bring the global coordinates ptˆ, rˆq into the Poincare´ coordinates pτ, ρq. Consequently,
the near-horizon metric (4.10) becomes
ds2 “ a
2gp1` 5agq
„
´ ρ2 dτ2 ` dρ
2
ρ2

` 2a
gp1´ agq dθ
2
` ΛAdS5pθq
»——–dφˆ` 3ap1´ agq
2p1` 5agq
c
a
´
a` 2g
¯ ρ dτ
fiffiffifl
2
`
a
´
4´ ag ` 3ag cosp2θq
¯
cos2θ
2gp1´ agq2
„
dψˆ ` 6ag sin
2θ
4´ ag ` 3ag cosp2θqdφˆ` Vˆ pθq ρ dτ
2
,
(4.14)
where
φˆ ” rφ´ 3ap1´ agq
2p1` 5agq
c
a
´
a` 2g
¯ γ , ψˆ ” rψ ´ 3ap1´ agq
2p1` 5agq
c
a
´
a` 2g
¯ γ , (4.15)
with
γ ” log
˜
1`?1` rˆ2 sinptˆq
cosptˆq ` rˆ sinptˆq
¸
. (4.16)
We see that in the near-horizon metric (4.14) the coordinates pτ, ρ, φˆ, ψˆq form two Up1q’s
fibered over AdS2, similar to the situation in the Kerr/CFT correspondence [50, 51]. Al-
ternatively, the near-horizon metric (4.14) can also be written in the standard form:
ds2 “ f0pθq
ˆ
´ρ2 dτ2 ` dρ
2
ρ2
˙
` fθpθq dθ2 ` γijpθq
`
dxi ` kiρ dτ˘ `dxj ` kjρ dτ˘ (4.17)
with xi P tφˆ, ψˆu, and the coefficients f0pθq, fθpθq, γijpθq and ki’s can be easily obtained by
comparing (4.14) with (4.17).
To illustrate the idea, we compute the central charges of the Virasoro algebras for the
parameters a “ b of the non-extremal black holes for simplicity. The left central charge
cL can be computed by applying the standard Kerr/CFT correspondence [50, 51] to the
near-horizon metric (4.10) in the global coordinates:
1
8piG
ż
BΣ
kζpmqrLζpnqg, gs “ ´
i
12
cL pm3 ` αmq δm`n, 0 , (4.18)
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with the mode expansion of a diffeomorphism generating vector ζ as
ζpnq “ ´e´inrφ BBrφ ´ inre´inrφ BBrˆ , (4.19)
while kζ stands for a 2-form defined for a general perturbation hµν around the background
metric gµν :
kζrh, gs ” ´1
4
αβµν
”
ζνDµh´ ζνDσhµσ ` ζσDνhµσ ` 1
2
hDνζµ ´ hνσDσζµ
` 1
2
hσνpDµζσ `Dσζµq
ı
dxα ^ dxβ , (4.20)
and Lζ denotes the Lie derivative with respect to ζ:
Lζgµν ” ζρBρgµν ` gρνBµζρ ` gµρBνζρ . (4.21)
The right central charge cR can be obtained by applying the quasi-local charge approach
in [52–54] to the near-horizon metric in the standard form (4.17):
cR
12
“ 1
8piGN
ż
dφˆ dψˆ dθ
kikjγijpθq
a
γpθq fθpθq
2Λ0f0pθq , (4.22)
where the parameter Λ0 denotes a UV cutoff in r. The explicit expressions for the central
charges are
cL “ 9pia
2
gp1´ agqp1` 5agq , (4.23)
cR “
27pia
5
2
b
a` 2g
2g2p1´ agq2p1` 5agqΛ0 , (4.24)
where we will set the UV cutoff Λ0 to be 9r˚{ r2p3´ agqλs.
Besides the central charges, the Frolov-Thorne temperatures for the near-extremal case
are given by
TL “ TH
g ´ Ω1pr˚q , TR “
TH
λ
, (4.25)
where TH is the Hawking temperature. The temperatures in (4.25) are consistent with the
previous ones (4.2) (4.3).
With the explicit results of the central charges and the Frolov-Thorne temperatures,
the near-extremal AdS5 black hole entropy can be obtained by using the Cardy formula:
S˘ “ cLTL ˘ cRTR , (4.26)
which reproduces the result (4.4) obtained from N “ 4 SYM with cR “ pC{T q˚ given by
(2.26).
This analysis solidifies the decomposition of the N “ 4 SYM results into the left
and the right sectors, which becomes manifest from the near-horizon CFT2. As discussed
in [55], the same approach can be obtained to other asymptotically AdS black holes in
various dimensions. Besides the near-horizon limit (4.8) and the near-extremal Kerr/CFT
correspondence discussed in this subsection, one can also directly study the AdS2 in the
near-horizon region and apply the AdS2/CFT1 correspondence to the near-extremal black
holes [56, 57].
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5 Hawking Radiation Rate
Having motivated the appearance of an effective CFT2 from the point of view of N “ 4
SYM and from the near-horizon geometry, let us discuss, following closely [7–9], one final
implication – the rate of Hawking radiation. The key observation is that any CFT2 comes
naturally equipped with the “momentum” operator which breaks the symmetry between
the left- and the right-moving sectors. For the near-extremal case, we consider the following
physical limit of the left-moving and the right-moving modes:
NL “ NL˚ ` δNL , NR “ δNR , with δNL “ δNR ! NL˚ . (5.1)
Assuming that the right-moving modes form a canonical ensemble, then the partition
function of the right sector is
ZR “
ÿ
NR
qNRdpNRq “
ÿ
NR
qNReSR “
ÿ
NR
qNRe2pi
?
cRTR . (5.2)
Performing a saddle-point approximation with respect to NR, we obtain the number of
right-moving modes:
δNR “ NR “ q BBq logZ «
pi2cR
plogpqqq2 , with logpqq ă 0 . (5.3)
The occupation number in the right sector is given by the Bose-Einstein statistics:
ρRpk0q “ q
n
1´ qn “
e
´ k0
TR
1´ e´
k0
TR
, (5.4)
where n denotes the momentum quantum number of a mode, that moves in the presence
of a time circle for the near-horizon region of AdS5 black holes. From (5.3) and (5.4) we
obtain
TR “ k0
pin
c
δNR L
cR
“ 2pi
c
δNR
cR L
“ 2pi
c
NR
cR L
, (5.5)
where we used 2pi{L “ k0{ppinq. A similar expression holds for TL. Since we consider the
limit k0 „ TR ! TL, the occupation number in the left sector is
ρLpk0q “ e
´ k0
TL
1´ e´
k0
TL
« TL
k0
“ 2pi
k0
c
NL
cL L
. (5.6)
As discussed in [7], the Hawking radiation for 5d asymptotically flat near-extremal
black holes can be viewed as a scattering process between the left-moving and the right-
moving modes in the D1-D5 CFT. Based on our discussion, it is tempting to interpret
the Hawking radiation in asymptotically AdS5 near-extremal black holes as a scattering
process between the left-moving and the right-moving modes of the open strings living on
a stack of black D3-branes. Near-extremal black D3-branes have been studied in [36] and a
derivation of Hawking radiation from black D3-brane dynamics was provided. he Hawking
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radiation rate for asymptotically flat black holes has also been studied using Kerr/CFT
in [58]. Now we are able to find the Hawking radiation from the dual N “ 4 SYM on
the boundary, as expected from the AdS/CFT correspondence [12]. Following [7] one can
evaluate the radiation rate as
dΓ „ d
4k
k0
1
pL0 p
R
0
|A|2 cL ρLpk0q ρRpk0q , (5.7)
where A denotes the disc amplitude of strings, and the central charge cL accounts for the
degrees of freedom for a given momentum n. Due to (5.4) and (5.6), we see that
cL ρLpk0q „ SL9phorizon areaq , (5.8)
and consequently,
dΓ „ phorizon areaq ¨ e
´ k0
TR
1´ e´
k0
TR
d4k . (5.9)
Hence, the radiation rate is proportial to the area of the black hole, and has a spectrum
obeying the Bose-Einstein statistics with the Hawking temperature TH ” TR. According
to this picture, the scattering of modes is unitary, hence there is no information loss during
the Hawking radiation process. Clearly, global aspects of asymptotically AdS5 spacetimes
play an important role in tracking Hawking radiation. In particular, it is clear that ra-
diation eventually bounces at the asymptotic boundary of the spacetime and returns to
the center. Therefore, the description we provide here should be understood exclusively
as an approximate description valid in the region close to the horizon in the sense we
have presented and should not be construed to address the late-time aspects of black hole
evaporation.
6 Discussions
In this paper, we studied the thermodynamics of electrically charged rotating near-extremal
AdS5 black holes both from the gravity and from the dual N “ 4 SYM. We started
from the BPS AdS5 black holes previously studied in the literature [27–29] and considered
perturbations around this configuration by introducing a small temperature. We carefully
distinguished the outer and the inner horizons and found first laws similar to asymptotically
flat black holes [25, 26]. We reinterpreted these laws in terms of the left- and right-moving
sectors of an effective CFT2 arising directly from N “ 4 SYM. We corroborated the
existence of the effective CFT2 by showing its geometric appearance as the set of asymptotic
symmetries of a certain near-horizon limit. Armed with this effective CFT2, we provided a
path for understanding aspects of the Hawking radiation rate in near-extremal AdS5 black
holes similar to the asymptotically flat case [7, 8, 10].
Our results suggest that the universality of black hole quantum dynamics in AdS5 can
be related holographically to the existence of an AdS3 region near the horizon [55, 59–61].
It would be precisely because of this region that the effective CFT2 description arises and
can be, in principle, understood from the relation between some 4d superconformal algebra
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and its corresponding 2d CFT. It is also plausible that similar near-extremal relations and
effective CFT2 interpretations exist for asymptotically AdS black holes in other dimensions,
but each case deserves more detailed analysis.
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